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During the fourth quarter, the station has aired a new program, Open Mic 
Story Night with Anna Dery.  Ms. Dery, a student DJ, discusses topics of interest 
and significance to the student body and larger community with a broad range 
of guests who have related stories to tell.  This quarter’s topics:



Theme Descriptor Guests Notes:

My KUPS mentor & her friend

n/a

Against the Grain (10/19/23) Vicki Pastore

Terrifying Tales (10/26/23) Zero Lowrey

Hidden Obsession (11/2/23) Sophie Jenson

Adulting (11/9/23)

Crosscurrents Take-Over Night

After the Fire (11/30/23) (rebuilding, finding new hope) Miles Cruger

Off the Rails (12/7/23) Ben Smith

Wandering, but not lost 
(10/5/23)

(exploring, freedom and 
adventures)

-A road trip adventure and 
friendship (mentor and her 
friend).
-Traveling alone for the first 
time (my own story). 

Up the Creek without a Paddle 
(10/12/23)

(necesity is the mother of 
invention)

-Story about staying at the 
Sanvi Surf house and finding 
belonging (my own story). 

(denying the norm, finding 
your purpose and 
challenging the quid pro quo)

-Following passion in life 
(Vicki).

(danger, intregue, mystery- 
moment's when you 
wanted to hide under your 
covers)*

-Helping a stranger and things 
get strange (Zero).
-A mountaneering experience 
fighting the fear and panic of 
the moment (my own story). 

(secrecy, longing and/or 
confession)

-Being adicted to the outdoors 
(Sophie).
-Surfing addiction

(confusion, growing up, 
finding life direction and 
loosing it)

President Crawford, Professor 
Kolnes

-Life story of getting where he 
is story (Crawford). 
-Her story of following her 
academic career through her 
disertation and teaching now 
(Kolnes). 

Art and literary magazine 
share published poetry and 
short stories on OMSN

Miles Cruger, Brenna Sweeny, 
Sabine Harris-Boundy, Sylvia 
Rahn, 
Rowan Baiocchi, Andrew 
Ellison, Anna Dupont

-The Bolder fire and how it 
affected his community and 
family- disaster gentrification. 

(when everything keeps 
getting wonderfully and
horrendiously unexpected) 

-Being a premed student, 
working at a clinic, dedicated 
to helping people. 

 



Additional Public Interest Programming:

We are also running a weekly public interest program, produced at KUPS by 
Grayson Highsmith, titled On the Clock with Civic Engagement. This program airs 
weekly on Sundays at 3:00 PM.  


